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Background

• Group established by former Cabinet Secretary

• Variety of backgrounds in the membership

• Met over a year – published interim report, a final 

report and a year on report

• Group are continuing to meet for two years 

following the final report  (at least)



Three big recommendations

• Transforming public attitudes to maths

• Improve confidence and fluency in learning and 

teaching of maths

– Role of local authorities including schools

– Education Scotland

• Promote maths as an essential skill for every 

career

– Role of employers

– Family learning



Public attitudes

• ‘The OECD recommends that, unless the 2015 PISA results 

indicate otherwise, Scotland should give close attention to 

the issue of “maths anxiety”, not only regarding learners 

but also their teachers and at all levels.’

• Too easy for people to say – I wasn’t any good at maths

• Too easy for maths teachers to give out messages of 

difficulty 

Badge of pride?
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What about compared to English?
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Not all bad news
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National 5 – better news - pass rate 

steady, entries increasing
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So what?

• Demonstrates impact of a poor paper in an age 

where media matters

• We all have a role to play in changing public 

attitudes – in and out of our classrooms

• And we have started to do so!

• Thanks to you all and we need to keep going



#morethansums

• Do all teachers and practitioners really understand 

that maths is more than sums?

• What about maths across the curriculum?

• Do we take every opportunity to teach maths as a 

language?

• How positively do we talk maths? Does having a 

‘maths mindset’ matter?



Jo Boaler and ‘youcubed.com’



Scaffolding learning and using 

mistakes positively



What exactly do we want?

• Scotland to be a maths-positive nation

• all to believe that everyone, whatever their 

circumstances in life, has the ability to become 

proficient at maths

• young people who are mathematical thinkers, 

pattern spotters and problem solvers

• Teachers to empower our young people as 

mathematicians encouraging all to see and 

understand the value of mathematics



So what have we achieved so far?























Lots and lots of activities

• Maths Week Scotland – Twitter @MathsScot

• Chris Smith – Maths Wi Nae Borders

• Daily Maths Challenge, Christmas Challenge, Local 

authority challenges

• National Numeracy Day 16th May 2018

How do we continue to build on this and what are you 

doing to change public attitudes for maths?



What about the other two priorities??

• Improve confidence and fluency in learning and 

teaching of maths

– Role of local authorities including schools

– Education Scotland

– GTCS

– ITE providers

• Promote maths as an essential skill for every 

career

– Role of employers

– Family learning



On a journey …

• Good start

• Now we need to pick up the pace

• Major challenges still exist

– Shortage of maths teachers

– Assessments driving learning too much

– Confidence of primary teachers

• We need to keep an unrelenting focus on learning 

and teaching



And finally, 

• Thank you for your contributions – we are 

making a difference

• What else do we need to do?

• Questions?


